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人工水
2021

Plexiglass supports and metal bars 
60 x 60 x 100 cm. 
Hardware, automatic watering equipment. 

«Alizée Armet’s device, in the continuity of her «speculative 
machines» is a conceptual overcoming of what we call «auto-
nomy». It questions the societal and relational impact of de-
vices in our ecosystem. The industrial motivation to control 
natural elements is a relational disruption. For Alizée, it is a 
reflection on what is the instrumentalization of devices and 
machines. She puts forward the idea in her proposal, that we 
should perhaps no longer distinguish between humans and 
machines, as they invent each other. Inventing and/or specula-
ting on the existence of machines, is for Alizée, a way to unveil 
theoretical and ontological instabilities of our current society.»
Noguès, Aude. Responsible for the StationV gallery in Bayonne 
(France)





HD2021. Speculation about Futur solar
2021

Images made by Generative Adversal Networks

IA discover or create speculations about the discovery of 
solar systems or planets. This video is an attempt to create a 
new «sun» based on machine learning algorithms. So many 
existing possibilities in our solar system.
Video works on loop systems









#MAHAIA 2020
2020
Centro Huarte residency.
Sala Rekalde (Bilbao, Spain), Centro Huarte (Huarte, Es-
pagne), La Atalante ( Bayonne, France) 
Participation of ESTIA ( Ingineer School, Bidart, France)
http://mahaia.eu/

Application of augmented reality. 

MAHAIA LA CONCORDANTE is a large cross-border table, 
conceived by the artist Yves Chaudouët and the curators 
Alexandra Baurès and François Loustau. #MAHAIA2020 is 
present in three locations, in Pamplona, Bayonne and Bilbao. 
#MAHAIA2020 is also an invitation to emerging artists Alizée 
Armet, Carolina Otamendi, Eriz Moreno and Sandra Cadenas. 
#MAHAIA2020 manifests the process of encounter, the desire 
to connect artistically, physically and spatially as well as men-
tally. This website and the images you have in your hands are 
the map that traces the exploration carried out by Alizée Armet, 
Carolina Otamendi y Eriz Moreno and Sandra Cadenas on Fe-
bruary 3, 2020: the collective nature of the journey, which is 
divided into three categories - living, unitary and transitory - is 
presented in the three exhibition venues of #MAHAIA2020 in 
Bayonne, Bilbao and Pamplona. The exhibitions are different, 
but the map is universal. Alizée Armet, Carolina Otamendi, Eriz 
Moreno and Sandra Cadenas have documented their expedi-
tion with images, postcards crystallizing their attempts to digi-
tally connect to the mapping places defined by #MAHAIA2020. 
These postcards are offered to you so that #MAHAIA2020 
unfolds the imagination outside the exhibition hall... a way 
to connect and experience harmony across all boundaries
 
#meeting #audeladucorps #unit #connection #mahaia2020





Stadt.xml
2019
Basis.ev ( Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany)
IEPA #3 
Participation of INRIA institut ( Bordeaux, France)

3D printing, digital printing on fabrics, Neurofeedback instal-
lation, 

Here, Alizée Armet invents a virtual reality device
connected to our brains, and her neuroscience helmet
takes us to a market in Frankfurt, where there is a
digital beacon in the center. With this device, Alizée Armet
tries to escape from a fixed and immobile architecture
in which art sometimes gets tangled. We take our place
in the Alizée Armet system as in a video game arena
where every vibration of our being is transcribed into
right in front of our eyes, hungry for intensity. The result:
3D canvases created by photogrammetry and frozen
in weightlessness like petrified artifacts in the air.
These canvases thus show the com-
plexity of the vision of machines
and not that of men, resulting from the algorithmic
codes created thanks to the software used by Alizée Armet.
To create this device, the artist’s stu-
dio quickly became a programming
and neurology laboratory where she learned to play with data.
Detached from scientific fears where art is a dangerous
discipline, she seeks aesthetic answers where
artists no longer venture: neurological science.
and the challenges of deep learning.
Alizée Armet’s work also takes into account the Promethean
shame that man feels the weakness of his human
biological condition, his suffering and his limitations in













Moisty Stress
2019
ESAPB (Biarritz, Francia)
Carte blanche
Curator: Paola Vernier

Plexiglas, 50 x 50 cm, QR Code, 

Moisty Stress is an installation (printing a QR code) that 
questions the place of spatial data in the network and in 
everyday physical space. The place of digital networks is 
increasingly evident in our daily lives. Digital innovations 
influence our daily acts and actions. At what moments? 
The installation was created following a real problem: a 
flood in the workshop. A natural event that causes da-
mage. The subject of the accident, the stress in parallel 
with that caused by the networks, seemed natural to me. 

The act of making the piece is both a mixture and a digital 
fabrication. This act echoes an exponential manufacture 
of cheap artifacts, digital computing, this ability to assi-
milate forms that recall the digital since the network is 
among us. We are able to create by ourselves. This is 
a relatively worrying problem. The landscape of invisible 
and visionary images is more and more dominant. The re-
lationship between human perception and images is chan-
ging. Abstraction is the method widely used by machines. 
It is like an alien to human perception. Artificial vision pro-
duces codes, algorithms. The invisible world of images 
is an exercise of power, a commercial market operation.








